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Payment terms reached a ten-year high






Global average Days sales outstanding (DSO) reached its highest since 2007, leveling at 66 days
in 2017: as the global economic health is improving, companies tend to trust their clients to pay
them, rather than trying to enforce payments as soon as possible
Euler Hermes expects global average DSO to rise by 1 more day to 67 days in 2018
The lengthening of DSO in 2017 is widespread, as it has occurred in two sectors out of three and
two countries out of three
Electronics, Machinery and Construction sectors record the highest DSO, household
consumption-related sectors are at the other end of the spectrum

PARIS – 3rd MAY Euler Hermes publishes its annual review and forecast of global average Days
Sales Outstanding1 (DSO), based on a sample of 20 sectors and 36 countries.
In 2017, DSO reached its highest level since 2007 at 66 days. This trend is expected to continue in
2018 with global average DSO to rise by 1 more day to 67 days. This lengthening of DSO in 2017 is
widespread, as it has occurred in two out of three sectors and countries. The Electronics, Machinery
and Construction sectors show the highest DSO (all above 85 days). On the other end of the spectrum
are sectors in connection with Household consumption (Agri-food, Transportation and Leisure goods)
where companies are paid a lot faster than global average.
China stands out once more with a +3 day rise, reaching a ten-year high at 92 days.
Trust is stronger than ever
The economic and financial crisis of 2007-2008 had led companies to closely monitor or accelerate
payment delays (60 days in 2008 on average). After five years of stability at 64 days, DSO reached a
ten-year high. Moreover, the spread of DSO around its mean increased in 2017, with one company out
of four being paid by its clients within less than 31 days, but one out of four being paid after 90 days .
The lengthening of DSO reflects a relaxation of payment standards between companies. This study of
global payment behaviors shows that as the global economic health is improving, DSO tends to
lengthen: there is a clear correlation between DSO and global ec onomic activity such as measured
GDP. In other words, now that the world economy is doing better, companies tend to trust their clients
to pay them - despite the increase in insolvencies of large companies (See our latest report on
insolvencies).
Euler Hermes forecasts a similar dynamic in 2018, with global DSO rising by 1 more day, to 67 days.
A global trend, with a sharp rise in China
The increase in average DSO in 2017 stems from a global trend observed in most countries: it has
occurred in two countries out of three. Three main groups of countries emerge with respect to the
global average:

1

Days sales outstanding (DSO) is a measure of the average number of days that it takes a company to collect
payment after a sale has been made. DSO can be calculated by dividing the amount of accounts receivable
during a given period by the total value of credit sales during the same period, and multiplying the result by the
number of days in the period measured.
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The seven strongest countries have an average DSO inferior or equal to 51 days, the country
with the lowest DSO globally being New-Zealand with 43 days. Other countries with short
averages are the Nordic countries (Denmark and Finland), Austria and Switzerland, the US
and the Netherlands.



The next group of 7 other countries for which DSO remains below the global average,
comprises amongst others Germany (54 days), Canada (54), Brazil (62), and the UK (53). It is
worth noting that Russia is part of this group, with DSO decreasing by +2 days to 56 days,
with one quarter of companies being paid under 22 days.



Finally, there is a remaining group of 12 countries with an average DSO superior to the global
average of 66 days, such as France (74), Italy (83) and China, with the highest average DSO
(92 days).

In China, where the average DSO exceeds already by far the global average, DSO rose by a further
+3 days in 2017. In early 2018, it reached 92 days. It is worth noting that DSO increased in twelve
sectors out of eighteen in China, compounded by the share of Chinese companies with DSO that
exceeded 90 or even 120 days. In this country, 25% of companies wait 136 days to be paid.
Electronics stands out with the highest DSO
We note increasing DSO in two out of three sectors. Four sectors particularly stand out: Aeronautics
(+4 days in 2017, +12 days since 2012), Automotive (respectively +3 and +7), Construction (+3) and
Electronics (+3), the sector with the highest DSO.
DSO is once again far higher in B2B than B2C activities. The longest DSOs are in sectors with long
manufacturing processes. At the other end of the spectrum are sectors closer to the end consumer,
such as Food (46 days), Transportation (49 days) and Household equipment (49 days).
“The global recovery distracts attention from DSO and hence comes with a significant deterioration in
payment terms. We expect global average DSO to rise again by 1 more day to 67 days in 2018,
surpassing a ten-year high, due to confidence in the economic and financial outlook fueling this
dynamic”, said Ludovic Subran, Chief economist at Euler Hermes..

You can find the full study here
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Euler Hermes is the global leader in trade credit insurance and a recognized specialist in the areas of
bonding, guarantees and collections. With more than 100 years of experience, the company offers
business-to-business (B2B) clients financial services to support cas h and trade receivables
management. Its proprietary intelligence network tracks and analyzes daily changes in corporate
solvency among small, medium and multinational companies active in markets representing 92% of
global GDP. Headquartered in Paris, the company is present in 52 countries with 6,050 employees.
Euler Hermes is a subsidiary of Allianz, rated AA by Standard & Poor’s. The company posted a
consolidated turnover of €2.6 billion in 2017 and insured global business transactions for €894 billion
in exposure at the end of 2017.
Further information: www.eulerhermes.com, LinkedIn or Twitter @eulerhermes.
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Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements: The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of
future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and
involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those
expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements. Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the
general economic conditions and competitive situation, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii)
performance of financial markets (particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured
loss events, including from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and
trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking business, the extent of credit defaults, (vii) interest rate levels, (viii)
currency exchange rates including the euro/US-dollar exchange rate, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, including tax
regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues, and reorganization measures, and (xi) gene ral
competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to
occur, or more pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their consequences.

